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CHAPT RI
INT

DU TION

The fluid milk industry has encountered many drastic changes in
marketing procedures since its conception, and it would be remiss to
suppose that the ultimate in marketing methods has been obtained.

The

present era is not characterized by the absen ce of further market structure changes .
dairy units .

One such change is the movement toward producer-processor

1

This concept is now new; in fact, it dates back to the

infancy of the industry .

The present producer-processor units, however,

are of a magnitude and degree of technology not envisioned by their historical forebearers .

The primary differences between the past and

present produ cer- processor units have enabled the present units to
influence the modern milk industry through a greater geographic area
of distribution .

t present many large dairies near metropolitan areas are producing, processing, and marketing milk under the same ownership and general
m_anagement .

Recently, interest has developed among some of the larger

dairy farms in ~outh Dakota for integrated producer-processor units .

A

business venture which includes an integration of the producing and
processing operation must be tempered with sound economics .
outh Dakota dairy producers do not have information necessary to

1

Producer-processor refers to an integrated unit that ovms and/or
manages the cow herd producing the milk and also processes the fluid
milk produced by t1e herd . The producer-processor may market t e processed product through wholesale or retail markets .

2

evaluate the fea ibility of placing processing units on their farms .
This study was made to afford dairy farmers the approximate processing
costs to assist them in their decision .
Obj ectives
The objectives of this study were:
ssing costs of grade

(1) to an lyze the proc-

milk in {a) a producer-processor unit

nd (b)

a processing plant; ( 2 ) to approxim te the economies of size through
four model producer-processor plants employing various packaging
methods .
procedures
Case studies were made of a South Dakota grade
processor milk plant and a small grade

producer-

milk processing pl nt .

The

producer-proce sor plant ~as about two-thirds the size of the smallest
model plant while the processing plant w s about e ual in size to the
smallest model plant.

2

Processing costs were obtained from plant re-

cords and through personal interviews

firms .

ith the managers of the two

hen particula~ costs were not available or were included with

other unrelated costs, estimates w re determined by the wner-manager
and the author jointly .

Information obtained from these studies was

used to determine sizes of the physical plants,

qu ipment

nd labor

requir ements and wage scales for the models.

?

~There was another producer-processor plant in the state with
the approximate volume of the grade
processing lant studied, but
access to accurate records for this unit was not possibl e .

3

four hypothetical model plants were used to represent the annual
volumes of 1 million, 5 million, 10 million and 20 million pounds of
ra

milk .

The 10 million and 20 million pound sizes are greater than

any individual farm production in South Dakota; however, there are farms
producing this much milk in other sections of the country.

It is

possible to conceive that dairy farms could attain this size in South
Dakota in the future .
between

a

Within each model plant a comparison was made

glass jug and paper carton packaging operation .

The conven-

tional sizes of package units of one-half gallon and gallon glass jugs
and quart and one-half gallon paper cartons were used in this part of
the study .

The b sic assumption, reflected by the surveyed plants

and applied to the models, was that 75 percent of the milk was marketed
in one-half gallon containers and 25 percent was marketed in gallon
jugs or quart cartons .
Only the costs of processing the raw milk were included in this
study .

The costs of the ra

milk, procurement, delivery, marketing

and advertising were not studied, and there were no provisions for
profit allowances in this study .
Review of Literature
Research in the area of marketing large volumes of milk through
roducer-processor units is limited; however, research ha

been conduct-

ed on small producer-processor units that affords valuable processing
cost information .

study on smaller producer-processor units conducted

4

by Pierce and Coopar 3 in Pennsylvania indicted

id vari ation in proc-

essing costs for milk m rketed in gallon glass jugs .
costs range from 47 . 5 cents per gallon for

Th

daily volume of 80 gallons

to 12. 0 cents per gallon for daily volume of 400 g llons .
lon costs were based on

processing

Th

per gal-

daily processing schedule, and the only pack-

age units used were g llon gl ss jugs .
Pa ck ging costs are a very import nt factor in the tot 1 plant
operating cost and can affect the cost of processing

scan volume .

Blanchard, McBride, and Rippen 4 indicated that p ckaging costs on the
average

mounted to 36 p rcent of the tot 1 investment, 45 percent

of the building are

and 48 percent of the total payroll

xp nses .

This study reveal d valuable packaging cost information, but did not
include all of the proc ssing costs in a milk plant .
The cost of processing can be a ffect d by the numb r of typ s
of p ckages used .

ccording to Blanchard, McBride,

nd Rippen in a

study of p· ck ging costs for 12 Mi chigan fluid milk plant, of th
pl nt

with th

lowest cost, four used only glass or only ppr .

five
The

plant with both packaging methods included in the low st fiv, also
had the highest daily volum~ of

ny of the pl nts in the study .

llon Jug ~ilk Sales on
Selling Costs . Department
gricultural xperiment tation,
October 1963.

4w. H. Blanchard, Glynn McBride, nd • L. Rippen, Cost
Analysis of Fluid ~ilk ackaging Operations, De rtments of gricultural
conomics and Food Service, gricultural Experiment St tion,
Michigan St te University, March 1962 .

5

ccording to the Mi chigan study, the type of package used, gl ss
or paper, affected the total cost of packaging .

In four of the

seven plants with a dual operation of pa ckaging, cost of paper was
higher than the co st of glass .

The packaging costs are quite s i m-

ilar for both glass and paper when the packaging material costs are
not taken into a ccount .

However, glass packaging i s cheaper because

of the lower cost of pa ckaging material when compared to paper cartons .
Of the 12 plants studied in Michi gan, the daily packaging
material cost ranged from 40. 0 to 65 . 2 percent of the total packaging
cost for paper, and 20 . 0 to 44 . 4 percent of the total packaging cost
for glass .

However, if the costs of pa ckaging materials were omitted

the average of the other packaging costs was less for half gallon
packages in paper, (l . J3 cents) compared with glass half gallon
bottl es (2 . 22 cents) .

This was not the case with quarts , however,

where the other packaging costs were higher in paper (1 . 42 cents)
than in glas s (1 . 10 cents ) .

The total packaging costs ranged from

1 . 80 cents per quart equivalent to 6. 65 cents per quart equivalent for
glass and 2 . 43 cents per quart equivalent to 5. 33 cents per quart
equivalent in paper .
The l a bor requirements averaged less per quar t equivalent for
the paper operations as compared to the glass opera tions .

The direct

labor required for paper quarts and sma ller units ranged from 2. 0
quart equiva lents per minute to 7 . 2 quart equivalents per minute .
aper half gallons ranged from 5 . 5 quart equivalents to 19 . 7 quart
equivalents per minute .

The glass bottle operation ranged from 2. 5

6

quart equivalents per minute to 8. 6 qu rt equivalents per minute .
The above research indicates th t size of operation and type of
package units greatly affects the economies in milk processing; these
factors should not be minimized in determining the processing cost of
a specific producer- processor unit .

7

C

PT R II

CO T i:STIMi T · PROC DU

When budgeting hypothetic l model plants, it is nee s ary to
base requirem nts and costs on a numb r of standards .

Many of the ac-

tual costs w re available from the producer-processor pl nt and th milk
The a ctual costs th t were not re dily

processing plant studied.

able were assumed to be the same

vail~

s tho e us din calcul ting the costs

in the model plants .
Bui !ding Costs

Building construction costs v ry, but an
per square foot was us d for

verge cost of

11 ares of the processing pl nt

areas hou ing !efrigeration and heat units, and m inten nee
storage

reas .

based upon

5

15. 00
xcept

nd dry

Building size requirements for the model plants were

pace re uirements for storage,

6

processing equipment, heat-

ing and refriger tion, administration, laboratory, locker rooms, and
m intenance facilities .
Thirty years was the considered life of the processing building
with no salvage value at the end of th t p riod .

7

Th

ciation was determin d by a straight-line depr ciation

5Blanch rd, lcBride, and Rippen, 2.E?.•

nnual depr chedule of the

.9.ll• P• 7

6cold storage sp ce was sufficient or up to three days of production, and dry stor ge space was sufficient for bottles for two day
or cartons for one month plus cleaning supplies .
7 B1 nchard, Mc ride,

nd Ripp n,

12..£• ill•

8

initial cost over the thirty-year life.

Additional annual fixed costs

included taxes, insurance, and interest on investment .

The average

insurance and taxes charge was three percent of the average value of the
building .

Interest on investment was charged at six percent of the

unamortized value of th
were computed at one

processing building .

The annual repair costs

nd one-half percent of the original cost.

8

Equipment Costs
With the exception of the producer-processor plant studied and
the smallest model plant which operated on a four - day processing week,
the processing equipment requir~ments were based on a maximum processing
time of six hours daily for each piece of equipment for the respective
plant volumes .

The six hour operating day allowed an additional two

hours daily work and maintenance period .

The heating and refrigeration

requirements which are based on the peak daily volume in each plant were
obtained from dairy equipment fieldmen.
Original equipment costs were obtained from an average of those
9
supplied by four dairy equipment suppliers .
Installation charges of
20 percent of the original price were added for all of the equipment
necessitating installation except heating and refrigeration equipment,

9 rocessing equipment costs were obtained from sales representatives of the Cherry-Burrell Corporation, St . Paul, Minnesota, Ex-Cell-O
Corporation, Detroit, Michigan, Lincoln Dairy Plant uppliers Incorporated, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and Land 0 ' Lakes Creameries Incorporated, Minneapolis, Minnesota .

9

.

which was computed at 50 percent of the original price .

10

Office and laboratory equipment and furniture allotted was su·f ..
ficient for the administration, recording, and quality control operations in each plant.

Laboratory equipment costs were obtained from

a laboratory supplier 11 and furniture costs from a wholesale outlet .

12

Depreciation costs for processing, office and laboratory equipment, and furnishings were estimated from life expectancy schedules
recommended by the Milk Industry Foundation and International
ssociation of Ice Cream Manuracturers Committee.

(.ppendix A)

Taxes and insurance charges were computed at three percent of the
average equipment values .

The annual invest.11 nt interest charge was

estimated in the same manner as on the building .

yearly repair charge

of four percent of the original installed cost was allocated to equipment and furnishings .

13

Labor Gosts
Labor requirements were based on time-job allo cation within each
model plant .

' ctual labor and costs were used in the plants studied.

lOBlanchard, McBride and Rippen .

loc . cit.

11 Wisconsin Dairy Supply Company, Whitewater, ~isconsin .

12 ay and Halas, Incorporated, 818 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago
7, Illinois .
13B!anchard, McBride and ~ippen •

.12£• ill•

10
Managers ' salaries were arbitrarily set at $6,000,
$12,500 resp ctively for the four mod 1 plants .
were calculat d at

7,500,

9,000 and

Plant employees ' wages

2. 00 pe~ hour for a forty- four hour week .

The office secretaries ' wages w re computed at $1 . 50 per hour for a
forty-four hour week .

n addition of 15 percent of all salaries and

wages was allowed for employee fringe benefits .

14

( ppendix B)

Utilities and Overhead
Utility and miscellaneous overhead costs were grou ed together in this study .

The costs of cleaning supplies, uniforms, laun-

dry, electricity, plant fuel, water, bonds and licenses, telephone and
miscellaneous supplies were computed for each plant from a cost analysis of various volume plants .

15

Paper packaging resulted in decreases

in steam, water and fuel costs, and an increase in electricity costs
according to Conner, Webster, and Owens .

16

The utility and overhead

costs for the all paper packaging plants were computed at 85 percent
of these costs in the all glass plants of comparable size .
Package Costs
'p cialized packaging operations were assumed for the model

plants .

,nalyses were conducted on a glass bottle operation and

14

15

Ibid .

M. C. Conner, Fred C. Webster, and T. R. Owens . , n Economic
nalysis of Model Plants for Pasteurizing and Bottling Milk, Department of gricultural Economics, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, June
1957, PP• 14-17 .
16
Ibid .

11

a flat paper carton operation for each size model plant .

preformed

paper operation was analyzed for the 1 million and 2 million annual
volume model plants .
Package costs were allocated on a per unit basis .

The cost per

unit in the model gla ss bottle operations was determined by the price
quoted per bottle by equipment suppliers divided by the average life of
the bottle .

Kelley and Clement indicated that the number of trips per

bottle ranged from 6 to 91 before the bottle was discarded, broken, or
not returned .

The average bottle life was 30 trips .

17

The cost per

unit for the model paper cartoning operations was the price stated by
suppliers for non-return flat or preformed cartons .
Bottle costs for the producer-processor plant studied were 27
cents and 56 cents for the one-half gallon and gallon bottles respectively .

The bottle caps cost $5 . 00 per thousand .

The bottle costs for

the milk processing plant were 16. 8 cents for the one-half gallon bottles, 12. 8 cents for the quart bottles, and
bottle caps .

4 . 10 per thousand for the

Dairy suppliers quoted a price of 16. 8 cents for the one-

half gallon bottles, 20. 7 cents for the gallon bottles, and $4. 10 per

thousand for the bottle caps .

The latter prices were used for the mod-

el plants .
Two sets of prices were involved with the paper operations; one
for the preformed cartons and one for the flat cartons .

The prices for

17 £. Kel ly and C• • Clement, Market Milk, 2nd ed . , John Wiley

and Sons,

New

York, 1931, P• 398 .

12
the preformed cartons were $32. 25 per thousand for the quarts and
$53 . 45 per thousand for the one-half gallons .

The flat carton costs

were $17 . 60 per thousand and $29 . 00 per thousand for the quarts and
one-half gallons, respectively .

The above preformed cartoned prices

were used in the ana lysis of the package costs for the milk processing plant studied .
For the purpose of this study the assumed disposition of package
sales was 75 percent one-half gallon bottles and 25 percent gallon bottles for the model glass operations, and 75 percent one-half gallon
cartons and 25 percent quart cartons for the model paper operation .
Packaging costs incurred by such equipment as the bottles, bottle washer, carton filler, and carton former and filler were not included in
p ckage costs, but are included with the equipment costs in each model
operation .

Such differences in building, labor, and utility and over-

head costs between glass and paper operations were also excluded from
package costs but included in the respective categories for each model .
The total processing costs, and costs per quart equivalent,
were sub-divided in the components of building, equipment, labor,
utility and overhead, and package .
The total processing costs were also divided into fixed and
variable costs for comparative purposes .

13

CHA T R III

oo r

LYSIS lo

PL r r ·· TIJDIED

Characteristics
To plants
ical model plants .

ere studied prior to the development of the hypothetOne, referred to

s plant

, proce sed and marketed

grade; milk in fi ve gallon dispenser cans, one-half gallon glass bottles, quart glass bottles, on-~ -half gallon preformed cartons, and quart

preformed c rtons .

The distribution of the annual plant volume of

132,796 gallons in each type of packaging unit was 1 - . 2 percent in five
gallon dispenser cans, 49 . 9 percent in one-half gallon glass bottles,

5. 5 percent in quart glass bottles, 19 . 6 percent one-h lf gallon pr formed paper cartons, and 9. 8 percent in quart pr formed paper car ons .

The oth r plant~ referred to a s plant Y, was more specialized in that
it proc ssed and marketed grade
lon gl ss bottles .

milk in only one-half gallon and gal-

eventy-five percent of vhe annual

lant volume of

79,900 gallons was packaged in one-half gallon gl ss bottles, and ?5
percent in gallon glass bottles .
Pl nt

Th

was located in· small town of 1200 to 1300 population .

r w milk was obtained from four local grade

tributed locally and in two neighboring totA s, one
location of a small coll ege .
livery

dairy farms, and dis0.1.

which •as the

The milk was marketed through local de-

nd retail outlets .
~

ant Y, on the other hand, differs from plant

in that it was

1G/ O~~L

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRAR

14

locat don

f rm to miles from a city of 42,000

opulation .

ilk proc ss d

being a produce - processor unit, the r

This

as produced on

the farm vhere the pl ant was located.

The processed milk ~as delivered

to a r t i l store leased by the d· iry .

The store, loc ted in the city,

as four miles from the produc r-proc ssor plant .

Bee use of the size

of the city nd the seasonal balance between schools ad the tourist
trade, th m rket was relativ ly st ble .

Building Costs
The
A le

rocessing building for pl nt X contained 2304 square feet .

ed building cont ining 480 square f et was used for storage of

prefor ed cartons, bottl sand cl aning supplies .
building for pl nt Y cont ined 840 square feet .
attached to th~ milking b rn .
two processing buildings

as prim rily du

operations in a ch pl nt .
plant Y had no room

The difference

l ant

The processing

This building
etwe n the sizes

s
f the

to the number of packaging

had office facilities, wheres,

eparate from the processing room for OTfic

spac .

ilding exp nses for plant · ~ere obtained from the omer '
yearly op r • ting st~tem t .
insuranc,

ere depr elation, tax s,

nd inter st on th processing build·ng,

m nt for storage space.
from

Costs included

nd rent 1 .ay-

Building expenses for pl ant Y wer

calculated

xisting records jointly by the author •nd o fmer .
equipment
The costs allocated to

the yearly operating statement .

sts

quipment in pl

t 1· wer

btained fro

These costs included depreciation,

15

taxes, interest, and r pairs .

The value of the equipment us din plant

Y was d tarmin d by the o er.

From these values, the costs of depre-

ciation, taxes, interest, and repairs were obtained wher

not sp~cifi-

cally known by using the estimates indicated in Chapter II .
Labor Costs
L bor costs for both plant · and Y were obtained from the plant
owners .
la

Th owners • entrepreneuri ·l e rnings were not included in the

r char~es used in the study of these two plants .

Utility and Overhead Costs
The actual costs incurred for utilities and other overhead expenses were obtained from the own°rs of plants X and Y.
and overhead

The utility

xpenses included water, fuel, electricity, telephone,

cleaning suppli s, and office supplies .
Pack ge Costs
Theo
bottles
items

er of plant

r

could not supply current prices of glass

nd five gallon disp nser cans; therefore the costs of these
as obtained from dairy suppliers .

paper cartons

The

rices of preformed

as the sam as used in the model plants .

Theo

er of

pl nt Y supplied current prices for glass bottl~s used in his op ration .
The p ckage costs for each type of package unit (quart gl -ss,
one-half gallon glass, quart preformed paper, one-half gallon preformed
paper, and five gallon

ispenser can} were computed and totaled to ob-

The package costs for plant Y

tain the tot. 1 package cost for plant X.
were det rmined by bottle and c

p

costs

here 75 percent of the volume

1
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was packaged in one-half gallon bottles and 25 percent in gallon bottles .
ummary of Processing Costs of Plants Studied
The annual total processing cost for plant X

was

$28,981 . 92 for

volume of 531,184 quarts (1,142,045 pounds ).

The average processing

costs per quart equivalent totaled 5 . 456 cents .

The annual total cost

a

of processing for plant Y was $20,961 . 49 for a volume of 319,600 quarts
(687,140 pounds ).

The average processing costs per quart equivalent

totaled 6. 559 cents (Table 1).

Plant X was operating to capacity;

whereas, the ovvner of plant Y indicated that his volume could be increased about 20 percent with no change in fixed costs or labor costs .
Operating below optimum capacity would affect the per quart equivalent
processing costs for plant Yin this study .
The average fixed costs for plant X and Y were 1. 240 cents and
1. 500 cents per quart equivalent respectively .

The total vari · ble

costs were 4. 216 cents per quart equivalent for plant X and 6. 059 cents
for plant Y.
ven though the total fixed and total variable costs were quite
similar relatively in both pl nts X and Y; there were differences between components of fixed and variable costs for the two plants .

These

differences were affected primarily by location and pack ging methods .
Plant X located within a town had a proportionately higher charge
for taxes and insurance than plant Y whi ch was located on the farm .

The

utilities and overhe d charges were higher on the farm located plant .
One reason for this was that portion of the water used in processing on

17

1 nt Y w s d liver d from the nearby c1 ty .

1n an are

of higher

ager tes th n plant X,

full c pacity of its 1 bor force .
ferent types of packa es .
equivalent in

ach typ

·1 nt Y as

nd was not o erating at

Pl nt X was packaging in five dif-

The averag

recessing costs pr quart

of package were as follows•

c nts; one-half gallon gla

lso located

t gla s, 4. 758

, 4. 536 cent; qu rt pr form, 7. 281 cents;

one-half g llon preformed, 6. 729 cents; and five gallon dis en er can,
. 920 c nts .

Plant Y v. s

gallon glass bottles .

ck ging only in gallon glass and one-half

The v r ge processing costs per quart equiva-

lent ·ere 6. 586 cents in the one-half g llon glass bottle and 6. 478
cants in the gallon glass bottle.

Table 1.

Annual Total Processing Costs and Processing Costs per ~uart Equivalent for Plants
X and Y, With the Respective Annual Volumes of 1,142,046 and 687,140 Pounds, 1962.

PLANTY

Cost Component

Building
Depreciation~
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total
....quipment
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance

Annual Costs

Cost Per ~uart

Annual Costs

Cost Per ~'Uart

{dollars}

Equivalent
(cents)

(dollars)

Equivalent
(cents}

. 512

350. 00
160. 00
155. 00
315 . 00
980. 00

. 307

701 . 53

728 . 32
387 . 80
900. 00
2,717 . 65

Interest
Sub Total

2,440 . 00
749 . 00
1,551 . 20
11067 . 8
5,808 . 02

Labor El
Utility and Overhead

81400. 00
42595 . 00

1 . 581

Package

71460. 25
28,981 . 92

Repairs

Total

y The rental charge for a storage building was included
W Labor costs do not include owner-managers' salary .

2,776. 01

342. 74

1,060. 39
1 . 094

851 . 04
5,030. 18

1. 574
2 . 503
1 . 502

1. 404

81000. 00
41800 . 00
21151 . 31

5 . 456

20,961 . 49

6. 559

. 865

. 673

with the building depreciation for plant X.

f..J

<X>
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CH/PT-i IV
Processing Cost Ana lysis for Model Plants

MODEL PL. NT A
odel plant

was designed to process 1 million pounds or 465,116

quarts of raw milk annually .

This is the amount of milk produced by 100

cows averaging 10,000 pounds of milk .

There are a number of dairy farms

in South Dakota with 100 cows producing at the 10,000 pound level .

The

producer- processor plant studied was approximately this size and operated on an every-other day schedule; therefore, the same processing
schedule was assumed for model plant

•

Building, labor and equipment

requirements were based on an every-other day processing operation .
Three different operations, each with one method of packaging,
were considered in the cost analysis of model plant A, namely, glass
(one-half gallon and gallon), preformed plasti c coated paper (quart and
one-half gallon}, and fl a t plastic coated paper (quart and one-half
gallon) .

The total initial computed investment costs of the physical

plants were $58,717 . 55, $58,281 . 55, and $72,993. 55 for the glass, preformed paper and flat p per operations respectively .
essing costs were as follows:

glass,

The annual proc-

26,317 . 52; preformed paper,

$36,489 . 24; and flat paper, $45,621 . 47 {Table 2) .
The building costs comprised 8 percent, 5 percent, and 4 percent
of the total annual processing costs for model plant, glass, preformed
paper and flat paper operations respectively (Figure 1) .

The building

space requirements were least for the flat paper operation .

This was

20

becaus

les

processing

re

(no botJl

~ashi g space) wa

nee ed than

for the gl ss oper tion, and becaus 0 less c rton stor ge space was needed than for the preformed
Th

pr operation .

annual equipment costs wer

quite similar for the glass and

reform paper per tions, hoY1ever, alm st one•h lf of the total
processing cost for the flt pa er operation
{ igure 1) .

This w s du

nnu 1

ere equipment cost

to the rent 1 fee for two: par carton former-

fill~r employed in the flat paper

1 nt .

reliminary study indicated

that it was more economic 1 to rent than to purchas

this machine.

rental payment did not include t xes, insurance, repair

The

or interest

charge •

In the flat ppr operation much oft a cost of forming the cartons

as alloc t d to

quip ent costs through the former-fill rs .

In

the preformed paper operation the cost of forming the c rton w s allo

ted to th p· ckag- cost as the cartons rer

urchased re dy-for~ed .

L bor costs were based on average wages paid dai y plant
ees in 5outh Dakota .

ne em loy

the proce sing plant .

The other portion of his time would be devo

to deliv

ork whi ch

y

nd sale

manger mployed at

0

as required to

mploy-

ork half time in

ere not cov red in this study .

salary of $6,000 ould also spend

his tim~ in the processing plant .

portio

Labor costs, including manage

d
The
o
nt,

cont ibutcd 26 percent of the total p ocessing costs in the refonned
paper o ration and 21 percent in the flat p per operation .
ccount d for 36
The

ercent of the total cot in the glass o

ot· l proc~ssing costs ~ere last for

lass nd w r#

bor
ration .

reater for

21

flt pp rJ hoJever, th~ 1· bor requir ments did not chang .

A plant

of this small size does not have the flexibil ty of 1 rger plants;
th refore, the number of employees remained const n

for the three

operations .

Th

utility and overh d co~ts

high r fr the glas
sho m in Table 2 .
computed

t 85

oper tio

llotted in thi

st dy were

than for two pap r op ratios as

The paper operation overhead and utility charge w· s

ercent of th

operations 'ould use 1 s
~

ckage costs

f

charge for th

glass operation .

The p

er

1, less wat r 9 and fewer cleaning supplie •

re the least in the glass operation bee use the

bottles could be reused; whereas, the pap r cartons could not .

Also,

there would be more units packaged in paper cartons (75 percent half9 llon and 2· percent quart) than in gla
g llon ~nd 25 percent gallon) for th

bottl s (75 p~rcent hal -

same volume .

The reason for the

ve y high package cost for the pr fo med paper op ration was that th
cost of th

servic

of forming the c rtons ,as includ din the carto

rice .
The aver~ge proces ing cost per quart eouivalent v ried among
the three p ckaging methods (Table 2) .
quart equiv 1 nt

'I~

s 5.658 cents for th

for the p eformed paper,
essing costs per unit

The

verge proc ssing cost per

glass oper tion, 7 . 845 c~.nts

nd 9 . 809 cents for the fl· t ppr.

The proc-

ere 22. 003 cents for the gallon glass bottl,

11 . 422 cents for the one-half gallon glass bottlej 15.414 c nts for the
one-half g llon preforn d carton, 8 . 259 cents for the quart preformed
carton, 19 . 462

ents for th one- alf

al lon flat paper carton, and

Table 2.

Annual Total Processing Costs and Pro cessing Costs Per ~uart Equivalent for Mode l
l ant A, Annual Volume of l Million Pounds, With Three Separate Packag ing Methods .

Glass
(one-half gallon
and ga llon)
Cost
nnual
costs
per
Cost Component

Preformed Pa12er
(quart and one-half
gallon )
Cost
Annual
co sts
per

quiv-

alent
Building
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repa irs
Interest
Sub Tota l

714. 00
321 . 30
321 . 30
642 . 60
1,999 . 20

equipment
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total
abor

Utility and Overhead
Package
Total

(cents)

Quart
Equ iv-

Quart
Equiv-

"<'Uart

(dollars)

Fl at Paoer
(quart and onehalf gallon)
Co st
Annual
costs
per

alent

al ent
{dollars)

(cents)

(dollars)

(cents)

. 414

614 . 00
276. 30
276 . 30
552 . 60
1,719 . 20

. 370

1 . 425

16,012. 66
2,104. 54
2,182 . 94
12637 . 21
21,937 . 35

4. 716

2 . 049
1. 146
1. 528

9. 809

. 430

688 . 67
309 . 90
309 . 90
619 . 80
1,928 . 27

3,744. 66
451 . 96
1,340. 22
12099 . 12
6,635 . 96

1. 426

3,668 . 66
425 . 14
1,405. 50
12128. 65
6,627 . 95

92531 . 20
62139 . 53
2 ,011 . 63

2. 049
1. 320
. 433

92531 . 20
5 ,329 . 07
13,072,. 75

2. 049
1 . 146
2 . 811

92531 . 20
5 ,329 . 07
7,104. 65

26,317 . 52

5. 658

36,489 . 24

7 . 845

45,621 . 47

tv
tv
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FIGURE 1.

TOTAL ANNUAL PROCESSING CO STS AND THE REL ATIVE IMPORTAN CE OF COST COMPONENTS
FOR MODEL PLANT A WITH THRE E SEPARATE PACKAGING METHODS

PLANT A- GLASS
1 MILLION POUNDS OF MILK

!t26 , Jl7 . 52

PLANT A-PREFORMED PAPER
1 MILLION POUNDS OF ~ILK

Packar,e

36<

PLANT A-FLAT PAPER
1 MILLION POUNDS OF MILK

Labo r 21%

Labor 26'1,

$45 ,621.47
$36,489.24
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10. 041 cents for the quart flat paper carton .
The fixed costs were highest for the flat paper operation (61 . 6
percent) and lowest for the preformed paper operation (37 . 7 percent) .
This situation existed primarily because of the nature of the costs of
forming the flat cartons by plant equipment and the cost of the carton
forming service through the purchasing of preformed cartons .
~a~ITTB

Model plant B was designed to process 5 million pounds or
2,325,582 quarts of raw milk annually .

of many smaller grade

This volume approximated that

milk processing plants, in

outh Dakota .

Three methods of packaging were analyzed for model plant B, namely, glass (one-half gallon and gallon), preformed plastic coated p per
(quart and one-half gallon), and flat plastic coated-paper (quart and
one-half gallon) .
plants were

The total initial computed investment costs for the

90,386. 30,

90,912 . 70, and

105,586. 10 for the glass, pr -

formed paper and flat paper operations respectively .
essing costs were as follows:

glass,

The annual proc-

53,977 . 72; preformed paper,

$107,622 . 52; and flat paper, $93,760.89 (Table 3) .

The building cost portion of the total costs was highest for the
glass operation with 7 percent.

The building costs were 3 percent for

the preformed paper and 4 perc nt for the flat paper oper tions .

s

with model plant A, this study indicated that the model plant B flat
paper operation had the lowest building costs, while the highest was for
the glass operation .

25

The annual equipm nt costs for the glass and preformed p·per
very simil rJ howev r, 61

flt p per oper tion

In this plat,
were

ere

rcent of the total processing costs for the

as attributed to equipment charges (Figure 2) .

sin model plant

, two paper c rton former-fi llers

m, loy d, and the rent 1 charge was included in

qu ipment deprecia-

tion .
To proc ,ssing employ es were required in the glass and pr formed
paper operations.

On

processing employ e orking · full-time and one
1

half - time was required in the flat paper operation .

The reason for mor

mployees in the gla s operation v.as the time required washing and caring
for the bottles .
mated as th

The preformed

paper operation was not as fully auto-

flt paper op r tion, and more labor vs required in the

h ndling of preform d cartons .

The manager was employed at a

1 ry of

7500 .

P ckage costs v ried greatly for the mod 1 plant
Th

package cost

as lowest for

1

The p c ~ ge cost comprised 61
the pr formed
The
cent

las

and highest for

operations .
r~form d p per.

ercent of the total proce sing costs

per operation (Figure

).

v r ge proce sing costs per quart equivalent were 2. 321

for gl ss, 4 . 628 cents for preformed paper, and 4. 032 cents for

flat paper .

Th

proce sing costs per unit

ere

s follo,i

I

g llon

glass bottl , 8 . 654 cents; one-half g llon gl ss bottl , 4. 747 cents;
one-half gallon preformed c rton, 8 . 979 cents; quart preform d carton, 4 . 490 cents; one-half gallon flat carton, 7 . 908 cent; and

flt carton, 4. 264 cents .

art

or

Table 3.

Annual Total Processing Costs and Processing Costs Per ~art Equivalent for Model
Plant B, Annual Volume of 5 Mi llion Pounds, With Three Separate Packaging Methods .

Cost Component

Glass
(one-half gallon
and gallon )
Cost
Annual
costs
per
Quart
.Equivalent
(dollars)
(cents)

Building
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total

1,300. 00
585 . 00
585 . 00
1,110. 00
3,640. 00

Equipment
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total

Preformed PaQer
( quart and one-ha lf
gallon)
Cost
Annual
costs
per
Quart
Equivalent
(cents)
(dollars)

Flat Pa12er
( quart and onehalf gallon)
Cost
Annua l
per
costs
~uart
Equivalent
(dollars)
(cents)

. 152

1,240. 00
558 . 00
558 . 00
1,116. 00
3,472 . 00

. 149

1. 257

. 157

1,262. 67
568 . 20
568 . 20
1,136. 40
3,535 . 47

5,609 . 55
640. 27
1,741 . 53
11541 . 59
9,532 . 94

. 410

5,607 . 15
655 . 81
1,867. 30
1 1590. 98
9,721 . 24

. 418

17,691 . 15
2,315 . 97
7,180. 90
2,051 . 58
29,239 . 60

Labor
Utility and Overhead
Package

19,118 .75
111627 . 90
10,058.13

. 822
. 500
. 432

191118. 75
92883 . 72
65,363. 34

. 822
. 425
2 . 811

15,642. 30
92883 . 72
35,523. 27

. 673
. 425
1. 528

Total

53,977 . 72

2.321

107,622. 52

4. 628

93,760 . 89

4. 032
I\)

°'
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FIGURE 2.

TOTAL ANNUAL PROCF;SSING COSTS AND THE IlliLATIVE I MPORTANCE OF COST ..;OMPONENTS
FOR MODEL PLANT B WITH THREE SEPARATE PA CKAGING METHODS

PLANT B- GLASS
MI LLION POUNDS OF MILK

$53,977.72

PLANT B- PREFORMED PAPlm
5 MILLION POUNDS OF MILK

Package 61i

PLANT B-FLAT PAPER

5 MILLION POUNDS OF MILK

Package

Equipnent

$107,622. 52

31i

$93,760.89

'.3~
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The fixed costs contributed 36 . l perc nt of the total cost for
the glass operation and 35 . 8 percent for the flat paper operation .
The preformed paper operation had a low fixed cost of 18 . l percent of
the total processing costs .

The operation of forming the carton

largely is a fixed cost item with the flat paper operation, but a
variable cost with the preformed paper operation because the cartons
are purchased in the formed state.

Model plant C was designed for a capacity of 10 million pounds
or 4,651,164 quarts of raw milk annually .

This volume size was larger

than any present Grade A milk producer-processor plant in South Dakota;
however, there were units of this size in other states .
volum

This annual

pproximat~d that of medium sized grade A milk processing plants

in "outh Dakota .
Because the use of flat paper cartons became more efficient than
preformed paper cartons at an annual volume of slightly less than 5
million pounds, only glass and flat paper operations were analyzed for
the model plant

c.

The glass operation employed gallon and one-half

gallon sizes while the flat paper operation employed quarts and onehalf gallon sizes .

The total initial computed investment costs for the

plants were $144 ,441 . 20 for the glass operation and $268, 07 . 20 for the
flat paper operation .

The annual processing costs were $91,815 . 05 for

glass and $155,432 . 00 for flat paper (Table 4) .
The building cost percentage of the total processing costs for

29
the glass operation was the higher at 7 percent.
for the flat

The building costs

aper operation comprised 4 percent of the total proc-

essing costs (Figure 3) .

The glass op r tion required more process-

ing space for washing facilities than the flat paper operation .
The annual equipment costs for the flat paper operation were
con siderably higher than for the glass operation {Table 4 ) .
equipment costs for paper were due

The higher

rim rily to the use of two paper

carton former- fillers at an installed cost of $140,880. 00 .

Prel iminary

study indicated that it was more economical to purch se the carton
former-fillers than to lease them as was done in model plants

and B.

The bottling equipment which included cases, bottle washer , and bottle
fillers and capers, amounted to about $24 , 414. 00 in the glass
operation .
Three plant employees and one office secretary were r
the model plant C glass operation .

Because of more automation and less

time required for washing, the flat paper operation
essing employees .

ired for

mployed two proc-

The manager ~as employed at a sal ry of $9,000 .

Relative to the total costs, labor costs were twice as great in the
glass operation compared to the flat paper operation {Figure 3) .
The cost of package

twice

aterial contributed slightly more than

s much relatively in th

(Figure 3) .

paper operation compared to glass

The annual package cost for glass was

20,116. 20 and for

flat paper $71,046. 53 .
The average processing costs per quart equivalent were 1. 974
cents for glass and 3. 342 cents for flat paper .

The proc essing costs

Table 4.

Annual Total Processing Cost and Processing Costs Per Quart Equivalent for Model
Plant C, Annual Volume of 10 Million Pounds, With Two Separate Packaging Methods .

Flat Pa,eer
{quart and one-

Glass

{one-half gallon
Cost Component

Building
Depreciati on
Taxes and Insurance
Repai rs
Interest
Sub Total

Equipment
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total
Labor

Utility and Overhead
Package

Total

and gallon)
Annual Costs
Costs per Quart
Equivalent
(dollars)
(cents)
2 ,340. 00
1,053 . 00
1,053 . 00

2 2106 . 00
6,552 . 00

. 141

9,687 . 83

Costs per ~uart

(dollars)

Equivalent
(cents)

2,226 . 87
1,002. 00
1,002. 00
22004. 00
6,234. 67

. 134

21,017 . 63
2,527 . 10
7,925. 31
61045. 22

1,079 . 19
3,139 . 95

21551 . 24
16,458. 21

half gallon)

Annual Costs

. 354

37,51 5 . 26

. 807

301084. 00
18,604. 64

. 647

241821 . 60

. 534

. 400

201116. 20

. 432

15 ,813 . 94
71,046 . 53

. 340
1 . 527

91,815 . 05

1 . 974

155 ,432. 00

3 . 342

w
0
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FIGURE

3.

TOTi\L ANNUA,, ?'tOCESSING COSTS AND THE !(l:.LATIVJ,, IMPORTANCE OF COST CQ1.'.P0td:.rns
F"OH MODI~L PLANTS C AND D WITH TWO Sl:.PAHAn. PACK AGI NG METHODS 1:.A-:;H

PLANT .;-GLASS

10 MILLlOf\ ?OUNDS OF

PLANT C-FLAT PAP th
MJLK

10 MI LLION POUNDS OF MILK

$155 ,432 . 00

PLANT D-GLASS

20 MILLION POUNDS OF "lLK

PLANT D- FLAT PAPER

20 MILLION POUNDS OF MILK

Package, 2F.l':Yi

$143 ,833 . 73

t249 , 612 . 16
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gallon glass bottle, 7. 266 cents; one-half

per unit were as follows:

gallon glass bottle, 4. 053 cents; one-half gallon paper carton, 6. 529
cents; and quart paper carton, 3 . 574 cents .
The percentage of fixed and variable costs v,ere very similar for
the two package operations .

The fixed costs comprised 31 . 8

ercent of

the total costs for the glass operation and 29 . 1 percent for the paper
operation, while variable costs were 68 . 2 percent and 70 . 9 percent for
the glass and paper operation respectively .
M:>D

Model plant D was designed to process 20 million pounds or
9,302,324 quarts of raw milk annually .

iAany of the larger grade

milk processing plants in South Dakota would approximate this volume
size .
The two packaging methods considered in this model plant were
glass in gallon

nd one-half gallon bottles and flat plastic coated

paper in one-half gallon and quart cartons .

The total initial com-

puted investment costs for the plants were $226,870. 50 for the glass
operation and

326,942. 50 for the paper operation .

ing costs were $143,833 . 73 and

The annual process-

249,612 . 16 respectively for the glass

and flat paper operations (Table 5 ).
The building costs as with model plant C were higher for the
glass operation than for the flat paper operation.

These costs also

contributed a grea ter percentage to the total processing co sts (Figure

3) .
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The annual equipm nt costs
o eration than for the gl s

ere much higher fort

operatio .

flt paper

These higher costs 'ere not in-

dicat din th percenta . valu sin Figure 3 bee· us

the total proc-

essing cost for the flat p per oper tion was much grater th n for the
glass op ration .
stall d

ost o

Iha purchase of two c rton former-fillers
70,440. 0

equipment costs between th

each affect d greatly th
two op r tions .

The

t

n in-

difference in

aekaging equipment

necessary for the glass op ration amounted to an in talled cost of
ap roximat ly
Flv

29 ,807 . 00 .

processing

ployees and one office secretary v.er

for the mod 1 plant C gl ss operation .
nd a higher degree

for washing
requir d th.re

f

proc ssing mploy .~.

ary of. 12,000.

requ ir d

Bee use of less labor required

utomation, th

flat paper operation

The manag r was

Labor costs contribut d more than tic

ployed

t

sal-

s much pro-

portionat ly to the total processing cost for the glass operation as
for the ppr oper tion

Figure 3) .

The package cost contribut d 57 pre nt of the total orocessing
cost for th

flt p per operation, but only 28 percent for the glass

per tion (figure 3) .
a

The annual packag

cost for gl ss and flat paper

'40,232 . 57 and $142 ,093. 00 respectively .
Th

verag

proc

sing cost

per quart equivalent v re l . 546

cents for glass and 2. 683 cents for flat paper .
per v rious pa ckage units wer

as fol lows

Th

processing costs

gallon glass bottle, 5. 55e

cents; one-half gallon glass bottle, 3. 197 cents; one-half g llon
papex c1rton, 5. 212 c nts; and quart paper carton, 2. 916 cents .

Table 5.

Annual Total Processing Costs and Processing Costs Per Quart Equivalent for Model
lant D, Annual Volume of 20 Million Pounds , With Two Separate Packaging Methods .

Cost Component

Building
Depreciation
Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
ub Total

Equipment
Depreciation

Taxes and Insurance
Repairs
Interest
Sub Total
Labor

Utility and Overhead
ackage
Total

Glass
{one-half gallon
and gallon)
Annual Costs
Costs per ~uart
Equivalent
(dollars}
(cents)
3,653. 33

Flat .Paeer
iquart and onehalf gallon
Annual Costs Costs per t.lllart
quivalent
(dollars)
(cents)

.no

3,286. 67
1,479 . 00
1,479 . 00
21958 . 00
9,202 . 67

. 099

22 ,093. 32

. 237

24,783. 35
2,877 . 87
8,131 . 46
62850. 28
42,642 . 96

. 458

441058 . 80
27,219 . 71
401232 . 57

. 474
. 293
. 432

331534. 00
221139 . 53
1421093. 00

. 360
. 239
1. 527

143,833. 73

1.546

249 ,612. 16

2 .• 683

1,644. 00
1,644. 00
32288 . 00

10,229 . 33
13,634. 75
1,505. 32
3,435. 14
3 1 518 . ll

w

~
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Th
the gl

fixed costs accounted for 28 .

so er tion

percent

f the total for

nd 22. 4 percent for the flat paper oper tion .

The primary reason for this difference was the relative importance of
the variable pac age cost .

rocessing Co ts in

The Four
com arison of the proc ssing costs per quart equivalent in

Figur

4 for the four mod•l plants employing various typ s of p c aging

reveals

reduction of processing costs per quart equivalent a vol

incre se~ .

lso, ap arent is th

low r proc ssing costs ·hen milk is

pack gad in glass as oppos d to paper .

av r ge

er use cost of

ca ton used only one .

e

gl ss oottl

This is due primarily to the
compared to the cost of a pap r

Figure 4 also indicates that th

lat paper

oper tion b came more ~ffici nt than the pr formed paper oper tion at
a volume bet

en 1 million and . million pounds of milk nnually.

s indicated by figure 5 the total processing costs pr quart

equiv lent for milk p ckaged in glass d creased rapidly from the pl nt
proc ssing l million pounds of milk
million .

even though both fixed

nnually to the on

p oce sing 5

nd variable costs decre sed gr atly

from th 1 million to the 5 million ound plant, the fixed costs wer
reduced at a gr
building

ter rate than vari ble costs .

anagement and

nd o ipment fixed costs did not ch nge greatly between the

to smaller model plant,
e

The

hile the volume chang d fiv - fold .

Proc-

ing total costs p~r quart equivalent continued to d erase as volum
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ize

as incr ased.
Sine

th

flat o er tion became mor

effic1 nt th nth preform-

illion pounds

ed operation at an annual volume betw . . en 1 million and 5
of

ilk, th mod 1 plant preformed pap r operations

for the 10

ere not analyzed

illion and 20 million pound annual volum pl nts.

e tim t d cost per quart e

ivalent is indicat din Figur

tot l processing cost per quart

quiv lent for milk

6.

packaged

The two paper o eration processing co ts did not hav a

great similarity as shown by Figures 6

nd 7 .

The flat paper oper•

ations had a higher fixed cost than the pr formed ppr ope
This

as primarily du

qui ment .

The high v ri bl

cost for th

cartons .

preform d p
Th

prev nted a great ch nge in quart

quivalent cost as volum

relationship of fix d

nd vari bl

dv ntageous to mploy one or th

l :rg

incr

costs for the

other.

or uncert in the preformed , p r op r tion woul

e u e of the r lative low fixed costs .

r tion

pap r operation

form d ppr nd flt p per operations, situ· tions exit

re

r o

high portion of total

co ts attributed to v ria ble costs in th pr forms

~cau e of th

tions .

to the inv stment in spec! lized flt ppr

as b c use of the cost of th

might b

The

ckaged 1n flat

and prefor ed paper cartons ~ere gre ter than equal volume

in gl ss .

n

her

If volume
b

se .
re-

it
ass all

-dv nt geou

be-

constant volume could

conomic lly be p ck ·g din flat pap r c rtons b c use of th

r relativ

v riable costs th n for pr form d p p r .

investm nt costs for

ch model plant

r

shom in

The com uted

ppendix C.
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CHAPT

V

producer• -:rocessor g:rade
processing
thi

1 nt, an

study .

of grade
plant,

milk plant, a mall grade

four hypothetical model plants wer

The objectives

milk in(~)

milk

n lyzed in

e:r • (1) to analyze the proc ssing costs

producer-processor unit and (b)

nd ( } to approximate the aconomi

processing

of size through four mod l

producer-proc ssor plants empl ying v rious p ck ging methods .
To g:rade
other

milk pl nt, one a produce;r...pro.cessor unit and the

. roca· lng unit w, re studi d to secure realistic processing

sp ce, labor and equipment r qui.rem nts .

to pl nt 1 y-out

V luabl

information rel vant

·-

as receiv d from the units studied.

The volum so~

the urv yed pl nts approxim ted e.isting producer-proc ssor unit

in

outh Da.kot .
The pac ging and marketing proc
varied great y.

s of the two pl nt

studied

The producer-proc~ssor unit packaged only in two dif-

ferent containers and sold through one sp eialized ret il outlet which
a

under lase tote dairy.

This repr s nted

compl tely in

y t m with th producing, proces ing, and m r eting units und r th

ame o ~er hip nd gen ral

nagement .

The proce sing pl nt studied

was , ckaging in five different containers, thu

ment requirom hts a
processed by thi

inc.re sing the equip•

compared to the producer-processor plant-.

ilk

pl nt ·as mar'eted through the nor al retail outlet,

home delivery routes, and through local . ublic

choo1s .

. -~ !S
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The average processing costs per quart equivalent for the
producer-processor unit studied was 6. 559 cents .

The processing

plant studied had an average per quart equivalent processing cost of
5. 456 cents .
The results of the model plant study indi cated that as the size
of operation is increased, the processing costs per unit decrease .

The

larger sized operations can utilize the general fixed costs of the processing building, equipment, and management over a greater volume of
product .
The average processing costs per quart equivalent in the model
plant varied widely with the packaging method used .
processing costs for model plant

uart equivalent

was 5. 658 cents in a glass oper-

ation, 7 . 845 cents in a preformed paper operation and 9 . 809 ce ts in a
flat paper operation .

Model plant B had a per quart equivalent proc-

essing cost of 2. 321 cents in glass, 4. 032 cents in flat paper, and
4. 628 cents in preformed paper .

The quart equivalent processing cost

for the model plant C glass operation was 1 . 974 cents compared to
3. 342 cents for the flat paper operation .

The quart equivalent proc-

essing cost for the model plant D glass operation was 1. 546 cents, and
2. 683 cents per quart equiv lent for the flat paper operation .
While the processing cost per quart equivalent was consistently
lower for a glass packaging operation compared to paper packaging
operations, it might be necessary to package in paper to satisfy consumer demands.

Certainly specialization in one method of packaging

43

ould minimize processing costs .
Sine

this study dealt only with proc ssin

costs, there

r

many other factors to consider before constructing a p oce sing plant
on th- f rm.

F ctors to consider are t e volume of milk produced by

the f rm, the av ilabili ·y of
ability to manag

a larg

Inc nclusion th

nearby mar

t, com tition, and the

integrated producer-proc ssor unit .
fa ctors of size and pa ckag ing methods are

important con id rations ind termining ~hether or not to construct a

rocessing pl nt on ad i y f nn.
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Table l .

Depreciation Schedule For

odel

lant

-·quipment

Years
Equipment
dding
Boilers
Bottl

of Life

chines

ses
Bottle
shers
C lculators
n

A

acks

Cans, ilk
C n ash V ts
Centrifuges

Chairs
Clarifiers

Compressors
Conveyors, Ch in

10
12
5
11
9
8
5

10
9

File Cabinets

Filler nd C ppers,

1 ss

Homogeniz rs
Ice Builders
Lab ~inks

,Ucroscopes
ilk Vats
ilk Pumps

9

ipe Sinks
ipe asher Units

13

of Life

Fillers, Paper
Former- Fillers, Pap r

Office Saf s
stueriz rs, HT"'T
P stuerizers, Vat

6

Dollies

Equipment

15
10
12
15

Desks

Years

Plate oolers
Work Tables

ccounting Sy tern · anual for

"'ource I

anufacturers,
~

10
10
10
11

12
10
15
10
8

20
11
11
10
8
11

ilk D alers and for Ic Cre m
epreciation Rates pp. 1-4, i ilk Industry

oundation nd I tern tion 1 ssociation of Ice Cream
nufacturers, Washington 6, D. C.

Table 2.

~~antity and Types of Equipment Required in Each of the Various Model Plant Operations
C

B

quipment

Adding Machine
Boiler (20 H. P. )
Boiler ( 50 H. P. )
Boiler (75 H. P. )
Bottle Cases

Calculator
Can Rack
Cans, milk (10 gal . )
Can VJa sh Vat
Centrifuge
Chairs
Clarifier (5500#/hr . )

Clarifier (10,000#/hr. )
Clarifier (22,000#/hr. )
Compressor

Conveyor, Chain
Desk

Dollies

File Cabinet
Filler and Capper,
lass 20/min .
Fillers, Paper
Former and Filler, Paper
Junior Model Purepak
Former and Filler, Paper
Senior Model Purepak

Glass

Pref ormed
aper

1
1

1

1

1

1

870
-l

-

690

-

690
-

5

5

5

1
1

l
1
3
l

1
1

1
6
1
1

3

-

-1

1
-1

1

1

-

3

1

i

1

-

1

-

Flat Glass
Paper

l

1
l

-

2180

-

Flat Glass
formed Paper
Paper

Pre-

l

1

1740
-

D

Flat
Paper

Glass

Flat
Paper

1
l

-

l

-

l

-

1

1

8720

6960

1740

4360

l

1
l

l
l

1
1

1
1

6

-

3480

10

10

10

10

1
1

1
1

1
1

4

5

5

1
1
5

1
l

4

1
6
l
1
4

5

1

1

l

l
2

2

l
2

2

1

-

1

-

1
1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-1
1

l

1
1

2

2

2

-

l

-

l

l

1

l

l

1
1

1
1
1

-

1

l

l

-

-

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

-

-

-

2

-

1

1

l

2
~

...J

Table 2.

(Continued)

Equipment

Glass

Preformed
Paeer

Homogenizer (200 ga l . /hr . )
Homogenizer (500 gal . /hr . }

Homogenizer (1000 gal . /hr . )
Homogenizer (2000 gal ./hr . )
Ice Builder (1500# )

Ice Builder {2500#)
Ice Builder (5000#)
Ice Builder (10, 500# )

Lab Sink
Microscope
Milk Vat (200 gal . )
Milk Vat (300 gal . )
Ulk Pump (2 H. P. )
Milk Pump (5 H.P.)
Office Safe

'asteurizer HTST

(1000 gal ./hr . )
Pasteurizer HTST

(2000 gal ./hr . )
Pasteurizer Vat (200 gal . )
Pasteurizer Vat (500 gal . )
ipe Sink
Pipe Washer Unit
Plate Cooler (200 gal ./hr . )
late Cooler (500 gal . /hr . )
Work Table

l

l

Flat

-

-

l

1

l

1

1

1

-

--

--

l

1

-2

-l

l

1

-

2

l

-

-

l
-

l
-1
-l
-1

1

-l
-1

Flat

Glass Flat

Glass Flat
Paper

Paper

formed Paper
Paeer

l

-1
-

-

-

Glass Pre-

Paper

1

2

-l

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

l

1

..

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1
l

1

1

l

1

1

1

1
l
1

1

1

2
l

2
l

-

2
-1

-

-

-

-

1

l

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

-1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

-

-

1

1

1

1
l

1

-

l

1

1
l
1

1

1

1

2
1

2
1

1
1

l
l

l

1

1
l

1

1
1

l

l

l

1

-

-

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1

&,

Table 3.

v1odel Plant
and Operation

Building Space Allocations Within Each of the Model Plant Operations

Annual Total
Volume Area
(million
pounds )
(sq.

ft . )

A-Glass
-\-Preformed Paper
'\ - Fl at Paper
B-Glass

B-Preformed Paper
B-Flat Paper
C-Gla ss

C-Flat Paper
D-Glass
D-Flat Paper

at

Proces sing
Area

Cold

Dry

Bottle

Storage

Storage

Wa sh
Room

( s q.

(sq.

(s q.

( sqc

ft . )

ftf")

ft . )

ft c)

Heat ,
Lab Office
Refrigeration
and Ma intenance
(sq. (sq.
(sq, ft , } ft ~) ft . )

y
y

108
260
60

152

224

432

224

168

80

224

-

168
168

80

216

656
192

2376

420

800

624

2960

468

400

800

1600

780

800

796

1
l
l

1512
1512
1296

5
5
5

2800

1428

2800
2600

1428
1668

10
10

5040
4680

20
20

8000
7000

3840
4300

796
816

96
96
96

-

144
144
144

al

108

108
96

Locker
Rooms
( sq.
ft .. )

108
108

84
100

100

96

144
144
156

104

-

280

80

180

280

288

80

192

288

640

480
480

126
120

192
200

320
320

-

Office and laboratory combined.

t

50

Table 1. Labor Requirements and Annual ross alaries,
(Including
ployee Benefits) for rodel Plants

Plant

Nanagers
Gross
No .
Salary
,dollars}

Plant
,.., Qlo~ees
Gross
Salary
No .
(dollars)

Offi c e

.§ru:>loiees pf
Gross
No .
Salary
,dollars }

1
l
1

6,900. 00
6,900 . 00
6,900. 00

½y
it y
Jy

B-Preformed paper
B-Flat paper

1
1
l

8,625 . 00
8,625 . 00
8,625 . 00

2
2

C- Glass
C- Flat paper

l
l

10,350. 00
10,350. 00

3
2

1 ~524. 80

1
l

3,946. 80
3,946. 80

D- Glass
D-Flat paper

l
1

13,800. 00
13, 800. 00

5
3

26,312 . 00
15 ,787 . 20

1
1

3,946. 80

A- Glass

A- Preformed paper
A- Flat paper
B- Glass

i/

2,631 . 20
2 , 631 . 20
2,631 . 20

10,493.75
10,493. 75
1-& 7,738 . 90

y

5 ,787 . 20

3,946 .90

Fractional workers included .

§/ It was assumed that all of the office work would be performed by the
managers of model plants

ource:

and B.

Bartlett, R. N. and Gothard, F. T. , Measuring Efficiency of
ilk Plant Operation, University of Illinois, November, 1952,
P• 10 and Blanchard, v. H. , McBride, Glynn, and Rip en, A. L. ,
Cost Analysis of Fluid Milk ackagirgOperations, Michigan
State University, March, 1962, PP • 40- 41 .

P NDI
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Table 1.

Initial Processing Investment Costs for Model Plants .
nnual

Plant

Volume

(Pounds of Milk)

(dollars)

Equipment
Costs
(dollars)

Total

Costs
(dollars)

1 Million
i Million
1 Million

21,420 . 00
20,660. 00
18,420. 00

37,297 . 55
37,621 . 55
54,573. 55

58,717 . 55
58,281 . 55
72,993 . 55

5 Million
5 Million
Mil l ion

39,000. 00
37,880. 00
37,200. 00

5i,386. 30
53,032 •.70
68,386. 10

90,386. 30
90,912 . 70
105,586. 10

C-Glass
C-Flat Paper

10 Million
10 Million

70,200. 00
66,806. 00

74,241 . 20
201,501 . 20

144,441 . 20
268,307 . 20

D-Glass

20 Million
20 Million

109,600. 00
98,600. 00

117,270. 50
228,342 . 50

226,870. 50
326,942 . 50

i-\-Glass

A-Preformed .Paper

A-Flat Paper
B-Glass
gi

Building
Costs

B-Preformed Paper
B-F lat Paper

D-Flat Paper

tn
.....

